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printing errors, official censorship (notably in Prussia) and a host of anti-Christian
barbs half-hidden in texts, both real and in the eyes of suspicious Christian autho-
rities. Calendars also speak of a ritual and mercantile year, and the clues to cal-
endar culture provided in the textual evidence of almanacs and other temporal
genres are brought vividly to life in chapters on festivals, fairs, markets and mer-
chant time. Holy Days often provided the excuse for anti-Jewish violence, leading
to regulations in many towns that Jews stay indoors during these times, notably at
Easter. Such regulations, Carlebach notes, then became a further excuse for vio-
lence against a people marked out as different. These differences were also empha-
sized by the rituals of the Jewish people themselves, with the Tequfah drawing
especial notice by Christian authors. Human time, the book emphatically demon-
strates, is always about such cultural definitions, and the concluding chapter on
chronology shows how the inclusion of chronographs – useless for all practical
purposes – served as a ‘witness to Jewish passage through time’. Carlebach has
done a similar service to the cultural history of timekeeping, and one that will be
useful for students of the early modern period in general.
Nazan Çiçek, The Young Ottomans: Turkish Critics of the Eastern Question in the Late Nineteenth
Century, I. B. Tauris: London, 2010; 320 pp.; 9781848853331, £59.50 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Bedross Der Matossian, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, USA
The ‘Eastern Question’, coined by European powers in the nineteenth century,
came to denote the diplomatic and political problems posed by the decline of the
Ottoman Empire. The historiography on the Eastern Question has been mostly
Eurocentric, addressing the diplomatic history of the Eastern Question without
taking into consideration the Eastern actors of the Question, that is, the Muslim
Turks. One of the major actors to emerge during the height of the Eastern
Question was a group known as the Young Ottomans who became extremely
critical of the Tanzimat reforms in general and the Ottoman Porte’s handling of
the Eastern Question in particular. Nazan Çiçek’s The Young Ottomans aims at
providing a fresh analysis of the Eastern Question from the perspective of the
Young Ottoman opposition. By situating them in the context of the Eastern
Question, Çiçek aims at diverting the discussion away from the ‘rather over-
examined ideological affiliations of the Young Ottomans towards their inad-
equately analysed assessments of and conviction about some controversial
issues’ (10). These controversial issues include the Cretan insurrection of 1866–
69 (which was a watershed for the formation of the Young Ottoman movement)
(76), the crisis in the relationship between the Muslims and the non-Muslims in
the nineteenth century coupled with the economic ascendancy of the latter, the
increasing foreign intervention in the affairs of the Empire, and the dire financial
situation of the Empire. In addition, the book sheds new light on the relationship
between the Young Ottomans and the Turcophile British Orientalist group, the
Urquhartities.
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In her book, Çiçek rightly argues that during Tanzimat reforms the relationship
between the Ottoman reformists and the Great Powers was not monological in
nature but rather dialogical (in the Bakhtinian sense) and was a period during
which the Powers and the Porte were in continual dialogue (17–19). In this dia-
logical relationship, the Young Ottomans believed that they had to take matters
into their own hands in order to avoid the collapse of the Ottoman Empire by
despotic reformers Âli and Fuad Paşas. Hence, she discusses in depth the impact of
the Tanzimat reforms and their role in shaping the psyche of the Young Ottoman
Triumvirate (Namik Kemal, Ziya Bey and Ali Suavi). Çiçek traces their journey
from the establishment of the Patriotic Alliance ( _Ittifak-i Hammiyyet) to their exile
in Europe. She furthermore demonstrates how the Young Ottomans thought of
instituting a parliamentary system as a panacea for all the problems facing the
empire. They believed that once usul-ü-meşveret (constitutional regime) was intro-
duced, ‘all the abuses would gradually come to an end, and so too would the
separatist tendency of the non-Muslim’ (125).
Despite its fresh insights, the book has some minor shortcomings. First and
foremost, Çiçek discusses the Young Ottomans by concentrating on the three
dominant figures. In doing so, she marginalizes other non-dominant actors of
the movement who might not have been ‘the brain team and the public face’
(40), but whose writings and reflections could have shed additional light on the
Young Ottomans’ perceptions. These include Halil Şerif Paşa, Memhed Bey,
Ebuzziya Tevfik and Agâh Efendi among others. Second, despite the fact that
Çiçek tends to quote extensively from the Young Ottomans’ press, be it
Hürriyet, Muhbir, Ulûm or Tasfir-i Efkâr, the reader does not get a sense of
what the public thought of them during the period under study. Third, Çiçek
tends to extrapolate the impact of the Tanzimat reforms on the economic condition
of the non-Muslims in the Empire through the lens of the Young Ottomans. At the
end of the day it was only a substantial minority among the non-Muslim groups
that benefited from the economic changes. Finally, it would have been great if
Çiçek had dwelt a bit more in the introduction on the dilemmas that the
Young Ottomans faced from comparative/global perspectives. Despite the fact
that she touches upon the Seiky osha group in Japan during the Meiji
Restoration, it would have been more fruitful to discuss in a bit more detail
their attack on Westernization and their call for ‘preservation of national essence’
(kokusui hozon).
Overall, Çiçek has made an important contribution to the field by overcoming
the ‘authority syndrome’ (7) and delivering a fresh analysis of the salient features of
the Eastern Question. The book demonstrates the political stance of the Young
Ottomans on the very legitimacy of the modernization/Westernization in the nine-
teenth century engineered by despotic statesmen. The book will be useful for every
graduate student, scholar or historian who is interested in exploring different
dimensions of not only the Young Ottomans and the Eastern Question but also
of late Ottoman intellectual and political history, the dialogical nature between the
East and the West, and finally understanding issues of modernization/
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Westernization in non-Western societies in the nineteenth and the early twentieth
centuries.
H Floris Cohen, How Modern Science Came into the World: Four Civilizations, One 17th-Century
Breakthrough, Amsterdam University Press: Amsterdam, 2010; 832 pp., 66 b/w illus.;
9789048512737, E85.00 (hbk)
Reviewed by: Benita Blessing, University of Vienna, Austria
With this meticulously researched, almost 800-page tome on the development and
establishment of modern science, H Floris Cohen promises nothing less than an
entirely new understanding of the Scientific Revolution (xiii). As part of this under-
taking, he proposes that the traditional narrative that explains the origin and con-
cept of modern science must be replaced by a new geo-political, historical
paradigm. In this vision of a revolution in the story of the Scientific Revolution,
Cohen takes on the world. He starts with his rejection of some of his own earlier
work on the subject and moves on to textbook publishers, current scholarship, the
university system of knowledge dissemination, Western ignorance of the rest of the
world, worldviews – including a ‘caring Deity’ or ‘Someone or something’ – and
the ‘modern ways of life’ that offer creature comforts that science seems to threa-
ten (737–8).
At the heart of Cohen’s argument is that a Scientific Revolution was neither an
inevitable development in scholars’ examinations of the world, nor was it a coin-
cidence of timing or place that the Scientific Revolution occurred in the West. He
points to three ‘transformations’ in thinking that helped lay the groundwork for a
later Scientific Revolution: the Greek mathematical contribution, their ‘speculative’
mode of inquiry, and the ‘specifically European-colored’ drive to bring together
descriptions of the world and apply these insights practically (xv–xvi). Breaking
down these transformations into six further ‘revolutionary transformations’ in the
mid-seventeenth century, Cohen insists on a view of the Scientific Revolution
that, rather than being lumped together as one moment in history, must be ana-
lysed according to these six separate episodes in order to understand the resulting
processes that comprise what we call in a short-hand fashion the Scientific
Revolution.
There is little to criticize in terms of Cohen’s breathtaking coverage of the global
history of science. His fascinating discussions of how the ordering of knowledge
influences scholars’ research into phenomena allow him to illustrate, for example,
how Chinese scholars looked to chi’i in their investigation of sympathetic resonance
in the 1st century CE (39): the actual material of musical instruments and the
direction that wind carried sounds permitted scholars to differentiate between dif-
ferent musical timbres. Cohen leads the reader through these examples of how
social and cultural paradigms brought about not only knowledge, but how cultures
conceived of and used of this knowledge, without romanticizing one culture as
being of more or less value than another.
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